High-resolution joint symbolic analysis to enhance classification of the cardiorespiratory system in patients with schizophrenia and their relatives
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Schizophrenia as a mental illness is one of the most serious in the world. Patients with schizophrenia have an increased cardiac mortality rate, but the reasons for this remain unclear. In addition to other factors, the role of impaired autonomic regulation during acute psychosis has become more evident in different studies applying heart rate (HR) variability analyses. But, until now, respiration and cardiorespiratory regulation, which are important for homeostatic control, have not been considered. In this study, short-term cardiorespiratory couplings (CRCs) of 23 unmedicated patients with paranoid schizophrenia (SZO), 20 of their healthy first-degree relatives (REL) and 20 healthy subjects (CON) matched according to age and sex of SZO and REL were investigated by applying high-resolution joint symbolic dynamics (HRJSD) analysis. We found a significantly ($p < 0.0061$) altered HR pattern, respiratory pattern and CRCs in SZO and only marginal alterations for the REL group in comparison with the CON group when we applied HRJSD. These results might be an indication of decreased vagal activity within the brainstem, an altered or suppressed interaction...
of the brainstem and higher regulatory centres, or panic- and anxiety-related changes in the brainstem associated with the acute psychosis of these patients.

1. Introduction

Schizophrenia is a severe psychiatric disorder with a lifetime prevalence rate of approximately 1% (USA, 2.2 million people; Germany, 800 000) [1,2]. Furthermore, these patients are reported to have an approximately 20% reduced life expectancy and a relative risk of cardiovascular disease that is up to three times higher than that in the general population [1,3]. Cardiac mortality is assumed to account for 40–45% of all deaths from natural causes for these patients [4]. Possible, and still discussed, causes for these increased cardiac mortality rates are cigarette smoking, obesity leading to dyslipidaemia, insulin resistance and diabetes, hypertension and the effect of antipsychotic medication [1,5]. In addition to these factors, the dysregulation of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) during acute psychosis has become evident for patients with schizophrenia in studies carrying out heart rate variability (HRV) analysis. Studies applying HRV analyses found reduced vagal and increased sympathetic modulation, indicating a cardiac autonomic dysregulation in patients with schizophrenia and partly in their healthy first-degree relatives [6–13]. The pattern of autonomic dysfunction seen in patients and their relatives might indicate underlying disease-inherent genetic vulnerability, especially as it was shown by Busjahn et al. [14] that a genetic dependency of autonomic parameters (HRV) exists. However, any direct association between an altered HRV and the underlying cause of cardiac autonomic imbalance and higher cardiac risk is still elusive and is not yet sufficiently proven and confirmed.

There are only a few studies that have investigated respiration and the cardiorespiratory system in patients with schizophrenia and their relatives [15–19]. These studies found a significantly altered respiratory regulation (variability and dynamics) and a reduced cardiorespiratory coupling (CRC) for patients with schizophrenia but not for their healthy first-degree relatives. Respiration is known to be important in maintaining physiological homeostasis because of the sophisticated interplay between the brainstem and higher centres. The modulation of ventilation by the central nervous system (CNS) is highly complex with primary centres being located in multiple nuclei in the brainstem, medulla and pons. For such a vital physiological function, multiple and redundant brain structures exist that control respiration, whereby the sensorimotor cortex, orbital frontal cortex, limbic lobe, amygdala and hypothalamus are intimately involved in ventilation [20]. Thus, breathing movements are facilitated by a pontine–medullary respiratory network generating rhythmic patterns of inhalation and exhalation [21]. This network originates within the interconnected bilateral columns of the medullary neurons as well as in the ventral respiratory columns and is controlled by inputs from other medullary structures, including the retrotrapezoid nucleus, raphe nuclei and other rostral pontine circuits [15]. Given that respiration is primarily regulated for metabolic and homeostatic purposes in the brainstem but also constantly responds to changes in emotions, such as sadness, anxiety or fear [22], it seems that psychotic states of schizophrenic patients will have a major impact on the cardiorespiratory system. The interactions within the cardiorespiratory system are mainly expressed as respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA). RSA describes the rhythmic fluctuation of cardiac cycle intervals in relation to respiration and is expressed as an alternation between inspiratory heart rate (HR) acceleration and expiratory HR deceleration under normal physiological conditions [23,24].

There are only a few studies investigating short-term nonlinear CRCs in patients with schizophrenia and their relatives [15,19]. However, coupling analysis of HR and respiratory frequency (RESP) time series might provide additional relevant clinical information about the complex system of autonomic regulation in patients with schizophrenia and their relatives. For the characterization of linear and nonlinear CRCs, several concepts are available based on Granger causality; nonlinear prediction; entropies; symbolization and phase synchronization that...
are able to detect direct and indirect couplings between time series [24]. For the characterization of the beat-to-beat changes between HR and RESP time series, the new high-resolution joint symbolic dynamics (HRJSD) analysis approach was applied [25]. HRJSD is based on a redundancy reduction strategy and is characterized by three symbols, a threshold (individual dynamic variability, physiological) for time-series transformation and eight coupling pattern families (resulting in 64 different coupling patterns) which quantify patterns of autonomic regulation. HRJSD seems to be a promising tool to draw conclusions about how and in which way respiration and HR interact and which CRC patterns are the dominating ones in schizophrenic patients and their relatives compared with those of healthy subjects.

The aim of this study was to investigate cardiorespiratory regulation and to quantify short-term nonlinear CRCs in patients with schizophrenia and their healthy first-degree relatives in comparison with healthy subjects by applying the HRJSD analysis approach. We hypothesized that HRJSD indices would reveal alterations in CRC patterns in more detail than other coupling approaches. This might improve the understanding of physiological processes of the cardiorespiratory system in these patients and possibly will improve treatment strategies.

2. Material and methods

(a) Patients

In this study, 23 unmedicated patients with paranoid schizophrenia (SZO), 20 of their healthy first-degree relatives (REL) and 20 healthy subjects (CON) matched according to age and sex were enrolled (table 1). The inclusion criterion for patients was that they had not taken any medication for at least eight weeks. In addition, for all participants, the serum drug levels were controlled for legal (e.g. antipsychotics, antidepressants and benzodiazepines) and illegal (e.g. cannabis) drugs. Prior to our investigations, a clinical ECG was recorded and evaluated by a cardiologist. Diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia was established when patients fulfilled Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edn (DSM-IV), criteria. Psychotic symptoms were quantified by the positive and negative syndrome scale [26]. The healthy control subjects were recruited from hospital staff, medical students and the local community. A careful interview and clinical investigation were performed for the CON group to exclude any potential psychiatric or other disease as well as any contraindicated medication. The Structured Clinical Interview II and a personality inventory (Freiburger Persönlichkeitsinventar) were additionally applied for the REL and CON groups to detect any possible personality traits or disorders which might influence autonomic function and CRC analyses [27].

(b) Data recordings and pre-processing

For CRC analysis, a high-resolution short-term ECG (1000 Hz sampling frequency) and synchronized calibrated respiratory inductive plethysmography signal [15] (LifeShirt, Vivometrics, Inc., Ventura, CA, USA) were recorded for 30 min. Investigations were performed between 15.00 and 18.00 in a quiet room which was kept comfortably warm (22–24°C) and began after subjects had rested in the supine position for 10 min. Subjects were asked to relax and to breathe normally to avoid hyperventilation. No further instruction for breathing was given. Subjects were asked explicitly not to talk during the recording.

From each raw data record, the following time series were automatically extracted using in-house software (programming environment DELPHI 3):

(1) time series of HR consisting of successive beat-to-beat intervals (BBI) and
(2) time series of respiratory frequency (RESP) as the time intervals between consecutive breathing cycles.
Table 1. Clinical and demographic data of participants. Psychotic symptoms for acute schizophrenia were quantified using the scale for the assessment of positive symptoms (SAPS) and negative symptoms (SANS) and positive and negative syndrome scales (PANSS); n.a., not applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data</th>
<th>healthy subjects (CON)</th>
<th>healthy first-degree relatives (REL)</th>
<th>unmedicated schizophrenic patients (SZO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of participants</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender (male/female)</td>
<td>13/10</td>
<td>12/8</td>
<td>12/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age (mean ± s.d. in years)</td>
<td>30.3 ± 9.5</td>
<td>31.7 ± 10.7</td>
<td>30.4 ± 10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANSS, mean (min–max)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>85.7 (43–124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS, mean (min–max)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>49.6 (14–81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPS, mean (min–max)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>60.9 (6–108)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After extraction of the data, these time series were visually inspected and if appropriate re-edited. To obtain synchronized time series, both BBI and RESP were resampled using a linear interpolation method (2 Hz). Afterwards these time series were filtered by applying an adaptive variance estimation algorithm to remove and interpolate seldom occurring ventricular premature beats and artefacts (e.g. movement, electrode noise and extraordinary peaks) [28].

(c) High-resolution joint symbolic dynamics

HRJSD was originally introduced [25] to quantify the effects of antipsychotics and their anticholinergic effects on nonlinear cardiovascular couplings in acute schizophrenia by means of symbols. The idea of HRJSD is to classify frequent deterministic patterns lasting three beats (symbols). The HRJSD approach enables the classification and characterization of short-term regulatory bivariate coupling patterns that are dominating the interaction generated by the ANS. In this study, we applied the HRJSD as a promising tool to analyse cardiorespiratory system couplings. Recently, HRJSD was enhanced to quantify CRCs [17]. The basic principle of joint symbolic dynamics is to analyse nonlinear couplings between two time series/biosignals based on the analysis of bivariate dynamic processes by means of symbols. Methods that are based on symbolization enable a coarse grain quantitative assessment of short-term dynamics of time series/biosignals. Therefore, the direct analysis of successive signal amplitudes is based on discrete states (symbols) [24]. HRJSD works by transforming both time series (BBI and RESP) into symbol sequences based on their signal amplitudes using a given alphabet \( A = \{0, 1, 2\} \).

Therefore, a bivariate sample vector \( X \) of the two time series (BBI and RESP) with \( x_{BBI} \) and \( x_{RESP} \) is transformed into a bivariate symbol vector \( S \), where \( n \) are the \( n \)th beat-to-beat values of BBI and RESP, respectively,

\[
X = \left\{ \left[ x_{BBI}^n, x_{RESP}^n \right]^T \right\}_{n=0,1,\ldots} x \in R \quad \text{transformation} \tag{2.1}
\]

and

\[
S = \left\{ \left[ s_{BBI}^n, s_{RESP}^n \right]^T \right\}_{n=0,1,\ldots} s \in 0, 1, 2. \tag{2.2}
\]

For symbol transformation, the bivariate symbol vector \( S \) is defined using the following definitions:

\[
s_{BBI}^n = \begin{cases} 
0 : (x_{BBI}^{n+1} - x_{BBI}^n) < l_{BBI} \\
1 : -l_{BBI} \leq (x_{BBI}^{n+1} - x_{BBI}^n) \leq l_{BBI} \\
2 : (x_{BBI}^{n+1} - x_{BBI}^n) > l_{BBI}
\end{cases} \quad (2.3)
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RESP}_n = & \begin{cases} 
0 & : \left( x_{n+1}^{\text{RESP}} - x_n^{\text{RESP}} \right) < -l^{\text{RESP}} \\
1 & : -l^{\text{RESP}} \leq \left( x_{n+1}^{\text{RESP}} - x_n^{\text{RESP}} \right) \leq l^{\text{RESP}} \\
2 & : \left( x_{n+1}^{\text{RESP}} - x_n^{\text{RESP}} \right) > l^{\text{RESP}}.
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\] 

(2.4)

Here, symbol sequences with increasing values are coded as ‘2’, decreasing values are coded as ‘0’ and unchanging (no variability) values are coded as ‘1’. In addition, we applied an adapted threshold \( l \) to the individual physiological dynamic variability \( l_{\text{BBI}} \) and \( l_{\text{RESP}} \) equal to 25% of the standard deviation of the BBI and RESP time series. After the symbol transformation, the symbol vector \( S \) was subdivided into short words (sequences of symbols, bins) \( w_k \) of length \( k = 3 \) (figure 1, top). This means that three symbols led to 27 different word types for BBI (\( w_{\text{BBI}} \)) and RESP (\( w_{\text{RESP}} \)) time series (word types ranging from: 000, 001, ..., 221, 222; figure 1, middle). Then, the word types were sorted into a normalized \( 27 \times 27 \) vector matrix \( W_n \) ranging from word type (000 000)\(^T\) to (222 222)\(^T\) (figure 1, middle). All these single-word types \( w_{\text{BBI},\text{RESP}} \) (total number of all word type combinations \( 27 \times 27 = 729 \)) were afterwards grouped into eight pattern families \( w_f \), whereby the sum of probabilities of all single-word family occurrences \( p(w_f) \) was normalized to 1. These eight pattern families (E0, E1, E2, LU1, LD1, LA1, P and V) represent different aspects of autonomic modulation (strong and weak increase/decrease, no variability, alternations) and were created on a heuristic basis of a minimum of 20 words per bin [29]. Afterwards, these eight pattern families for BBI and RESP were sorted into an \( 8 \times 8 \) pattern family density matrix \( W_f \) resulting in 64 CRC patterns (figure 1, bottom). For the quantification of these coupling patterns within \( W_f \), the normalized joint probabilities of occurrence were estimated. The pattern definition (figure 2) is as follows:

E0, E1 and E2: Words consisting of three equal symbols (no variation of symbols) of type ‘0’, ‘1’ and ‘2’, respectively.
LU1 and LD1: Words consisting of two different symbols with low increasing behaviour (LU1) and low decreasing behaviour (LD1).
LA1: Words consisting of two different alternating symbols of type ‘0’ and ‘2’ with an increasing–decreasing behaviour.
P and V: Words consisting of three different symbols with peak-like behaviour (P) and with valley-like behaviour (V) [25].

As an example, the pattern family ‘E0’ from the BBI time series is coupled with the eight pattern families from RESP as: BBI-E0/RESP-E0, BBI-E0/RESP-E1, BBI-E0/RESP-E2, BBI-E0/RESP-LU1, BBI-E0/RESP-LD1, BBI-E0/RESP-LA1, BBI-E0/RESP-P and BBI-E0/RESP-V. Thus, the pattern family ‘E0’ (BBI-E0/RESP-E0) contains word types that consist only of the ‘0’ symbol. On one hand, this means that BBI decreases over three values and which were therefore coded by ‘0’ three times (representing an increase in the mean HR over three values), whereas, on the other hand, RESP values decrease over three values.

Besides the 64 CRC patterns, eight pattern families for BBI and RESP, we calculated from the matrix \( W_f \) the sum of each (\( n = 8 \)) column \( c_f_{\text{RESP}} \) (\( cfE0, cfE1, cfE2, cfLU1, cfLD1, cfLA1, cfP \) and \( cfV \)) and the sum of each (\( n = 8 \)) row \( r_f_{\text{BBI}} \) (\( rfE0, rfE1, rfE2, rfLU1, rfLD1, rfLA1, rfP \) and \( rfV \)) (figure 1).

(d) Statistics

The non-parametric Mann–Whitney \( U \)-test was performed to evaluate differences in all derived HRJSD indices between SZO and CON, REL and CON, and SZO and REL. Considering the multiple test problem, the necessary local significance level \( p_{\text{local}} \) of a single index from an
Figure 1. Basic principle of transformation in HRJSD. Top: transformation of the bivariate sample vector $X$ (BBI, beat-to-beat intervals (ms); RESP, respiratory frequency (s)) into the bivariate symbol vector $S$ (0, decreasing values; 1, equal values; 2, increasing values). Middle: Word distribution density matrix $W_n$ ($27 \times 27$). Bottom: Word pattern family distribution density matrix $W_f$ ($8 \times 8$) with eight pattern families $wf$, $rf_{BBI}$ row sum of specific word family and $cf_{RESP}$ column sum of specific word family.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word family name</th>
<th>details</th>
<th>effect on HR</th>
<th>effect on RESP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E0</strong></td>
<td>words consisting of three equal symbols (no variation) of type ‘0’ (decreasing BBI and RESP behaviour (‘000’))</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E1</strong></td>
<td>words consisting of three symbols (no variation) of type ‘1’ (unchanging BBI and RESP behaviour (‘111’))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E2</strong></td>
<td>words consisting of three symbols (no variation) of type ‘2’ (increasing BBI and RESP behaviour (‘222’))</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LU1</strong></td>
<td>words consisting of two different symbols with low increasing BBI and RESP behaviour (‘122’, ‘022’, ‘112’, ‘221’, ‘220’, ‘211’, ‘121’, ‘212’)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA1</strong></td>
<td>words consisting of two different alternating symbols of type ‘0’ and ‘2’ with an increasing–decreasing BBI and RESP behaviour (‘020’, ‘202’)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P</strong></td>
<td>words consisting of three different symbols with peak-like behaviour of BBI and RESP (‘120’, ‘011’, ‘210’)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V</strong></td>
<td>words consisting of three different symbols with valley-like behaviour of BBI and RESP (‘021’, ‘102’, ‘012’)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** Definition of eight pattern families of HRJSD (HR, heart rate; RESP, respiratory frequency; BBI, beat-to-beat intervals).

In this study, the observed $m$-dimensional parameter space must fulfill Bonferroni’s inequality to guarantee (global, $p_{global}$) significance, as follows:

$$p_{local} < \frac{p_{global}}{m}.$$  

In this study, $m = 81$ HRJSD indices (64 CRC patterns, eight pattern families for BBI and RESP and the Shannon entropy) were calculated and the local significance level was set to $p_{local} = 0.00061$ considering statistical significance. Descriptive statistics were used to describe basic features of data in terms of mean value (mean) and standard deviation (s.d.).

### 3. Results

(a) **Comparison of patients with schizophrenia with healthy subjects**

HRJSD revealed 17 significant CRC patterns between SZO and CON fulfilling the Bonferroni–Holm adjustment ($p < 0.00061$). Four significant respiratory and two significant HR pattern families also showed univariate changes between SZO and CON (table 2, figures 3 and 4). CRCs were quantified by the respiratory pattern families E1, E2, LU1, LD1, LA1, P and V and by the HR patterns families E1, E0, LD1, LU1, P and V, respectively. Thereby, we found that 88% of the CRC patterns, 75% of the respiratory patterns and 50% of the HR patterns were significantly increased in the SZO group in comparison with the CON group.

(b) **Comparison of the healthy first-degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia with healthy subjects**

HRJSD showed no significantly different CRC patterns as well as no respiratory or HR pattern families between the REL group and the CON group (table 2). However, a trend towards SZO in...
Table 2. Significant HRJSD indices from CRC analysis ($p < 0.00061$) between patients with paranoid schizophrenia (SZO), their healthy first-degree relatives (REL) and healthy subjects (CON). Significant discriminating indices are indicated as follows: $^*$CON versus SZO, $^{**}$CON versus REL, $^*$SZO versus REL. Mean values (mean) and standard deviations (s.d.) are expressed in %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>index</th>
<th>CON mean ± s.d.</th>
<th>REL mean ± s.d.</th>
<th>SZO mean ± s.d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRC (RESP-BBI)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-E1/BBI-E1</td>
<td>* 2.1 ± 3.0</td>
<td>3.5 ± 6.1</td>
<td>8.9 ± 8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-E1/BBI-V</td>
<td>* 8.2 ± 2.3</td>
<td>7.7 ± 2.9</td>
<td>5.1 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-E2/BBI-LU1</td>
<td>* 10.7 ± 4.0</td>
<td>8.4 ± 3.5</td>
<td>4.8 ± 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-LU1/BBI-E0</td>
<td>* 0.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-LU1/BBI-E1</td>
<td>* 0.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>2.1 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-LU1/BBI-LD1</td>
<td>* 1.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>2.5 ± 1.9</td>
<td>3.5 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-LD1/BBI-E1</td>
<td>* 0.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>2.3 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-LD1/BBI-LD1</td>
<td>* 2.3 ± 1.3</td>
<td>3.2 ± 1.8</td>
<td>3.9 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-LA1/BBI-LU1</td>
<td>* 0.002 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.001 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-LA1/BBI-LD1</td>
<td>* 0.004 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-LA1/BBI-LU1</td>
<td>* 0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-P/BBI-E1</td>
<td>* 0.002 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-P/BBI-LD1</td>
<td>* 0.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-P/BBI-V</td>
<td>* 0.02 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-V/BBI-E1</td>
<td>* 0.02 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.5 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-V/BBI-LU1</td>
<td>* 0.1 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-V/BBI-LD1</td>
<td>* 0.1 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-E2</td>
<td>* 15.5 ± 5.6</td>
<td>13.9 ± 4.7</td>
<td>9.2 ± 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-LA1</td>
<td>* 0.02 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-P</td>
<td>* 0.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.5 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP-V</td>
<td>* 0.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>2.4 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BBI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBI-E1</td>
<td>* 3.0 ± 3.9</td>
<td>5.1 ± 7.4</td>
<td>15.4 ± 17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBI-LU1</td>
<td>* 41.6 ± 7.0</td>
<td>37.8 ± 6.2</td>
<td>31.0 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

comparison with the CON group was found regarding the mean values of the HRJSD indices (88% of the CRC patterns, 75% of the respiratory patterns and 50% of the HR patterns were increased in the REL group in comparison with the CON group).

(c) Comparison of patients with schizophrenia with their healthy first-degree relatives

Analysing the differences in CRCs between the SZO group and the REL group revealed only one significantly different CRC pattern (RESP-P/BBI-E1) and only one significantly different respiratory family pattern (RESP-LA1) between the SZO group and the REL group (table 2). Here, we found a comparable trend, as for the SZO group versus the CON group, that 88% of the CRC patterns, 75% of the respiratory patterns and 50% of the HR patterns were increased in the SZO group in comparison with the REL group.

4. Discussion

Applying HRJSD, we found significantly changed HR, respiratory frequency and CRC in patients with schizophrenia, but only marginally changed values in healthy first-degree relatives, in
comparison with healthy subjects. As a unique feature of the HRJSD approach in contrast to other coupling approaches, we could clearly identify altered cardiorespiratory physiological regulatory patterns generated by the ANS in patients with schizophrenia. Our results highlight that patients with schizophrenia had a higher number of cardiorespiratory patterns that were less predominant but therefore more widely distributed in comparison with the CON group, indicating decreased CRC in SZO.

On one hand, as can be clearly seen in figure 4, CRC in the SZO group was mainly characterized by a larger amount of increased short-term weak increasing/decreasing, alternating and fluctuating respiratory pattern families (LU1, LD1, LA1, P, V; 82%) and invariable respiratory frequency (E1, 12%). On the other hand, CRC in the SZO group was mainly dominated by a larger amount of increased short-term weak increasing/decreasing and invariable HR pattern families (LU1, LD1, E1, 76%). It seems to be that respiratory regulation is more complex and more strongly influences the CRC pattern in the SZO group. It can be further shown that CRC is strongly affected by reduced HRV in combination with reduced respiratory variability (RESP-E1/BBI-E1, figure 5c).

The SZO group exhibited a more random CRC with less strong rhythmic fluctuation of the cardiac cycle intervals in relation to respiration, indicating a decreased RSA in those patients.

Porta et al. [30] investigated healthy subjects and found a progressive increase in stable BBI patterns as a function of the magnitude of the sympathetic activity during the graded head-up tilt test. This finding supports our interpretation that the increased presence of stable BBI patterns in patients with schizophrenia might be due to an increased sympathetic drive to the
heart. Bär et al. [15] investigated the interdependency of cardiorespiratory interactions (cross-conditional entropy (CCE), classical joint symbolic dynamics (JSD) [31]) in control subjects in comparison with patients with schizophrenia and their relatives. They observed an impaired CRC revealed by an increased uncoupling function (CCE) and complexity of cardiorespiratory interactions (Shannon entropy of JSD) in patients with schizophrenia. They suggested that their findings were consistent with decreased vagal activity within the brainstem or its suppression from higher regulatory centres [15,32] and assumed that descending projections from the central nucleus of the amygdaloid complex or other limbic/paralimbic regions might be responsible for these findings [33]. However, they were not able to characterize how these changed interactions were caused by the ANS. In a further study by Schulz et al. [24], short-term nonlinear bivariate CRCs in the SZO group in comparison with the CON group applying the classical JSD approach (symbol 1 = increases, symbol 0 = decreases and equilibrium) were investigated. They found
that RESP-related word types were highly significantly altered between the SZO and CON groups and that two prominent RESP word types (111, 000) occurred mostly in combination with all other HR word types in both the SZO and CON groups. They assumed that their results pointed to an increased complexity of short-term cardiorespiratory regulation and that the specific occurrences of predominant RESP patterns could be further considered as a marker for a restricted RSA. Furthermore, Porta et al. [34] showed for healthy subjects that a decrease in cardiopulmonary coupling was linked to the degree of sympathetic activation and to a reduction of RSA during a graded head-up tilt test. This might further support our interpretation about a loss of cardiorespiratory interactions in patients with schizophrenia in relation to their higher sympathetic drive.

Respiration is not only primarily regulated for metabolic and homeostatic purposes in the brainstem but also constantly responds to changes in emotions, such as sadness, happiness, anxiety and fear. As a result, the final respiratory output can be understood as a complex interaction between the brainstem and higher centres, including the limbic system and cortical structures [22]. These centres (e.g. limbic system, amygdala and hypothalamus) are closely associated with regulation of mood and it is thought that there are reciprocal and interconnected interactions between respiration and emotional states [20]. Masaoka & Homma [35,36] found that respiratory patterns and respiratory frequency changed dramatically and were related to personality anxiety. They assumed that their findings may provide important evidence that the respiratory function (respiratory patterns, respiratory frequency) are related to personality anxiety. They further demonstrated that an increase in the respiratory frequency is not related to metabolic factors and is consistent with a mechanism involving the limbic system modulating respiratory drive [37].

Boiten et al. [38] have shown that respiration patterns reflect the general extent of the emotional response that is linked to emotional situations. Furthermore, it has been shown [39] that there is intriguing evidence suggesting pathophysiological relationships among dyspnoea, hyperventilation and panic anxiety. The symptoms of panic attacks and pulmonary disease overlap, so that panic anxiety can reflect underlying cardiopulmonary disease and dyspnoea can reflect an underlying anxiety disorder [39]. Our findings regarding the cardiorespiratory system of patients with schizophrenia could be disease-inherent characteristics and might reflect arousal during the psychosis stage in these patients. This is supported by the study of Peupelmann et al. [19], who found a close interrelation between positive symptoms and respiratory patterns in schizophrenia. It is known that panic attacks are common among individuals with schizophrenia and that they are associated with higher rates of other co-occurring mental disorders, service utilization and suicidality [40]. Owing to the link between the CNS and respiration, the slightest changes in respiratory functioning may add some background symptoms of panic and anxiety in any disorder [20]. Therefore, we hypothesize that the impairments of the cardiorespiratory system in the SZO group may be the result of panic-related changes in the brainstem during the acute psychotic state.

Considering the healthy first-degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia in comparison with healthy subjects, we found no significant CRC, HR and respiratory pattern families differentiating both groups. This is in accordance with other findings. Bär et al. [15] observed only changes of respiration in schizophrenic patients and assumed that this might reflect arousal in acutely ill patients. Schulz et al. [18] found significantly altered respiratory regulation (variability and dynamics) and reduced CRC in patients with schizophrenia but not in their healthy first-degree relatives. This is quite interesting because it was demonstrated that comparable changes of reduced HRV patterns in patients with schizophrenia and healthy first-degree relatives seems to be evident [6,12,13,15]. These findings might further point to an underlying disease-inherent genetic vulnerability of the cardiovascular system in patients with schizophrenia and their relatives but not for their cardiorespiratory system.

We also found one significant CRC pattern (RESP-P/BBI-E1) and one significant respiratory family pattern (RESP-LA1), both decreased in the REL group compared with the SZO group. The CRC pattern RESP-P/BBI-E1 means no variability of HR in combination with fast alterations of
increased and subsequently decreased respiratory frequency (peak-like behaviour). These results might come from the changed HR regulation in the REL group that was proved in different studies where the REL group revealed a comparable pattern of reduced HRV to that in the SZO group. The mean value of invariable HR pattern (BBI-E1, 5.1 ± 7.4) of the REL group was closer to that of the CON group (3.0 ± 3.9), leading to no significant (but in trend) differences between these groups, but were further away from the mean values of the SZO group (15.4 ± 17.2), leading to this significant difference; this seems to be mainly the result of the altered HRV in the REL group and not of respiratory variability. However, we would like to especially emphasize that the REL group have fast alterations of increased and subsequently decreased (RESP-P) and alternating (RESP-LA1) respiratory frequency. This result may be due to the fact that the measurement procedure is stressful for the REL group or that they were worried about their diseased relatives (SZO) who require comprehensive clinical treatment.

The changes within the cardiorespiratory system in schizophrenia seem to be disease-inherent characteristics and might reflect arousals during the psychosis stage in acutely ill schizophrenic patients. Because their relatives are obviously not in the same emotional and psychotic state it seems to be more evident that the alterations of CRC found in the SZO group are closely connected to the emotions such as sadness, happiness, anxiety and fear that appear during this disease. However, this could not be proved within this study and has to be therefore investigated in other studies applying, for example, functional imaging to analyse cortex activity in connection with different behavioural situations. At the moment, we cannot draw a clear physiological interpretation about the impairments of the different underlying regulatory mechanisms in schizophrenia regarding respiration. However, a genetic background for the alterations of the cardiovascular system is likely and has to be investigated in more detail in further studies. This assumption is supported by other studies where a genetic dependency of HRV was proven in healthy twins [14]. Further support of a genetic background in patients with schizophrenia and their relatives was shown recently in a large cohort study by Meda et al. [41], who investigated the brain’s default mode network (DMN) that is highly heritable in 296 patients with schizophrenia, 179 of their unaffected first-degree relatives and 324 healthy subjects by applying independent component analysis (ICA) and parallel ICA (para-ICA). The study subjects underwent a resting-state functional MRI scan and were analysed by a two-stage approach (ICA, para-ICA) to identify DMNs, to test their biomarker and/or endophenotype status and to identify imaging–genetic relationships. They observed both unique and shared impairments in functional connectivity across the cohort of patients with schizophrenia and showed that these impairments were selectively familiar only for the unaffected first-degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia, whereby genes regulating specific neurodevelopment/transmission processes primarily mediated DMN disconnectivity. They also showed that selective nodes within the DMN are differentially affected and are modestly heritable among patients and unaffected relatives.

For the future, it seems to be necessary and of high interest to perform follow-up studies for relatives. As a consequence, one could determine whether the possible genetic disposition will lead to an increased incidence of schizophrenia within healthy relatives and whether such a pathological development could be predicted at an earlier stage [12].

The recently introduced HRJSD approach based on a redundancy reduction strategy and the grouping of single-word types into eight pattern families enables a detailed description and quantification of CRCs. The idea of HRJSD is to classify frequent deterministic patterns lasting three beats (symbols), as already proposed for univariate HR time series introduced by Porta et al. [42]. The HRJSD approach enables the classification and characterization of short-term cardiovascular and cardiorespiratory regulatory bivariate coupling patterns which are dominating the interaction generated by the ANS. As a quite new feature in contrast to the classical JSD approach or other coupling approaches [24], HRJSD emphasizes a clear characterization of how the couplings are composed of the different regulatory aspects of the ANS. The proposed HRJSD approach creates a bridge between univariate and bivariate symbolic analyses, allowing the quantification and classification of deterministic regulatory bivariate coupling patterns depending on the experimental conditions [25].
In conclusion, we demonstrated an altered HR pattern, respiratory pattern and CRC in patients with schizophrenia and only marginal changes for their healthy first-degree relatives in comparison with healthy subjects by applying HRJSD. These findings might be based on a decreased vagal activity within the brainstem, an altered or suppressed interaction of the brainstem and higher regulatory centres or panic- and anxiety-related changes in the brainstem due to acute psychosis in these patients. Patients with schizophrenia revealed CRC patterns which were characterized as less predominant but more widely distributed than those in healthy subjects, indicating a decreased CRC in schizophrenia. The HRJSD approach enables a more detailed description of the short-term cardiorespiratory physiological regulatory mechanisms in schizophrenia.
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